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Abstract—Cognitive infocommunications systems extend our
cognitive capabilities by providing fast infocommunications links
to huge repositories of information produced by the cognitive
activities of social communities. English Wikipedia has over 5
million articles that can be accessed instantly and are updated
constantly by a global community. But does this mean that small
language communities will need to use English in order to extend
their cognitive capabilities?

The DigiSami project supports the development of language
technology tools and digital linguistic resources that will help
the revitalisation of small Fenno-Ugric languages. The project
focuses on North Sami, the most widely-spoken Sami language,
and supports work on speech recognition and speech synthesis
for North Sami. It is developing a Sami-speaking robot system,
SamiTalk, which uses Sami Wikipedia as its source of information
and can be considered to be a CogInfoCom channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of cognitive infocommunications [1] has emerged
from a synergy between infocommunications and the cognitive
sciences. As one of the founders of the CogInfoCom research
community says:

These trends are leading to the gradual ap-
pearance of artificial cognitive capabilities, i.e. ca-
pabilities that are directed towards a broadened
scope of sensing and processing of unstructured
data. Users are becoming accustomed to accessing
these artificial cognitive capabilities through their
infocommunications devices in a wide variety of
contexts. [2]

As an example, Wikipedia can be accessed instantly from
any web browser, providing an enormous range of information
many orders of magnitude beyond the cognitive capacity of
any individual human memory. English Wikipedia has over 5
million articles, and their contents are updated and checked
constantly by a very wide human community. The individual
gains access to trustworthy community-validated information
on any topic.

The role of language in these new infocommunication
situations is important, both in written and spoken form. New
technologies cause languages to adapt themselves to the latest
changes. A language can only develop creative new forms and
flexible new functions through being regularly used in new
digital contexts.

The danger for small language communities is that they
do not have sufficient digital resources or sufficient speakers

who can use their language in these new communicative situ-
ations. Being more sensitive to external influences, the smaller
language communities are more at risk from globalisation and
digitalisation.

Wikipedias in smaller languages have fewer articles. From
the language speaker’s perspective this means that information
on some topics is accessible in your own language Wikipedia,
but for other topics you must switch to a bigger Wikipedia in
a more widely spoken language. If you doubt whether your
Wikipedia will have the topic, you will go straight to the
bigger Wikipedia to save time. Soon you will stop using your
own Wikipedia, and gradually you will stop using your own
language for anything new, innovative and challenging.

In future, the situation for small languages could get worse.
Textual resources like Wikipedia may be overtaken by the
rapidly growing use of multimodal resources including speech,
music, video, robots, haptics, wearables, and so on.

More than just allowing users to access artificial
cognitive capabilities, infocommunications devices
of the future are also expected to allow users to
extend their cognitive capabilities with artificial ones.
This synergy of natural and artificial cognitive capa-
bilities will be applicable in flexible and novel ways,
both in physical contexts and in virtual worlds. [2]

This paper describes a project which supports the devel-
opment of language technology tools and digital linguistic
resources to help the revitalisation of endangered Fenno-Ugric
languages. We propose an interactive talking robot application,
SamiTalk, in which a Sami-speaking robot will connect to
Sami Wikipedia via wifi and will use the information to talk
about the topics that the user wants to know about. SamiTalk
will use techniques already developed for spoken Wikipedia
information access in an existing system.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the
project goals and a brief introduction to the current situation of
the Sami languages. Section III describes the existing WikiTalk
system and the development of its multilingual capabilities.
Section IV describes ongoing work to create SamiTalk, and
discusses why adapting WikiTalk for smaller languages brings
new challenges compared with previous language localisations.
Section V presents conclusions.



Fig. 1. The Sami language areas at the beginning of the 20th century. So: South Sami, Um: Ume Sami, Pi: Pite Sami, Lu: Lule Sami, No: North Sami, In:
Inari Sami, Sk: Skolt Sami, Ak: Akkala Sami (now extinct), Ki: Kildin Sami, Tr: Ter Sami.

II. DIGISAMI AND THE SAMI LANGUAGES

The DigiSami project is part of a cooperation between the
Academy of Finland and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
investigating how new techniques in language technology and
corpus linguistics can support smaller Fenno-Ugric languages
facing digitalisation challenges [3]. Focussing on North Sami,
the most widely spoken of the Sami languages, the DigiSami
project [4], [5] has three main aims:

• to collect a corpus of spoken North Sami dialogues
(the DigiSami Corpus) and add linguistic annotations
of the data on a number of different levels, in order to
provide materials to support the development of North
Sami speech recognition and speech synthesis tools,

• to develop new technology applications, including a
North Sami-speaking robot application, in order to
strengthen the interest of the language community in
using North Sami in new digital contexts,

• to support initiatives by the language community to
generate new online digital content in North Sami, in-
cluding the expansion of the existing Sami Wikipedia,
which will be used as an information source by the
SamiTalk robot application.

A. The Sami languages

The Sami languages belong to the Fenno-Ugric branch
of Uralic languages. This branch also includes three larger
languages, namely Finnish, Estonian, and Hungarian. The
Sami languages are spoken in the area shown on the map
in Figure 1 (from [4]). This area includes parts of Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Russia. North Sami is the most widely-
spoken, and serves as a lingua franca between speakers of
different Sami languages. Further details are given in [4].

TABLE I. THE SAMI LANGUAGES, WITH THEIR ESTIMATED NUMBER
OF SPEAKERS IN 2012 AND THEIR REGIONS (NO: NORWAY, SW: SWEDEN,

FI: FINLAND, RU: RUSSIA).

Western Sami languages Eastern Sami languages
South Sami (500 speakers) No, Sw Inari Sami (350 speakers) Fi
Ume Sami (<10 speakers) Sw Skolt Sami (300 speakers) Fi, Ru
Pite Sami (40 speakers) Sw Kildin Sami (700 speakers) Ru
Lule Sami (1000 speakers) No, Sw Ter Sami (<10 speakers) Ru
North Sami (30,000 speakers) No, Sw, Fi

Table I (from [4]) shows the eastern and western Sami
language groups. The estimated number of speakers shows that
all Sami languages are endangered. In Finland, three Sami
languages are spoken: North Sami, Inari Sami and Skolt Sami.

The Sami languages are written in the Latin alphabet,
except Kildin Sami which uses the Cyrillic alphabet. Sami
languages have been written for more than two centuries, but
had no standard orthographies until recently. Written Sami
is influenced by the national majority languages (Norwegian,
Swedish and Finnish) which have distinct phonetics and ortho-
graphies. As a result, Sami Wikipedia articles include many
variations in spelling, which is an additional difficulty for
automatic processing of the Wikipedia texts.

B. Sami language tools and resources

Speech technologies are not yet available for the Sami
languages, as the limited quantity of available speech corpora
hinders their development. Special keyboards for Sami have
been developed to enable Sami text input with the required
diacritics. For North Sami, University of Tromsø has also
developed tools for automatic language analysis including the
spell-checker Divvun, digital dictionaries and morphological
and syntactic parsers. There is a language learning website
Oahpa! [6] for people learning North Sami, which also helps
language revitalisation by adding new speakers.



Fig. 2. Multimodal interaction with Constructive Dialogue Modelling and
WikiTalk on a humanoid robot (from [8]).

III. WIKITALK: A COGINFOCOM CHANNEL FOR ACCESS
TO WIKIPEDIA INFORMATION

WikiTalk [7], [8] connects to Wikipedia via wifi and uses
the accessed information to talk about topics that the user
wants to know about. WikiTalk can be viewed as a Cognitive
Infocommunication channel [9] because it is an infocommu-
nication interface to information in Wikipedia produced by
the cognitive activities of the human social community, and it
delivers the textual information in new sensory modalities via
speech, face-tracking and gesturing.

The innovative feature in WikiTalk that enables it to
manage dialogues rather than monologues is that it can handle
topic shifts. It does this by predicting which topics the user
will want to shift to next. The most effective way to do this
is by extracting hyperlinks from the Wikipedia text, as these
links were added by the article authors or editors specifically
to allow shifts to related topics. This WikiTalk capability is
described in more detail by [7].

WikiTalk is founded on the theory of Constructive Dia-
logue Modelling [10], which specifies four levels (Contact,
Perception, Understanding, and Reaction) as a foundation for
integrating topic management and information flow during
conversations. This theory was implemented on a humanoid
robot to support multimodal interaction as shown in Figure 2.

A. WikiTalk on the Nao robot

WikiTalk was implemented on the Nao robot by a project at
the International Summer Workshop on Multimodal Interfaces
in 2012. The first live demonstration at this workshop was
recorded and is described in an annotated video [11] (Fig. 3).

This version was extended with multimodal behaviours that
are suitable for a humanoid robot including speech, gesturing
and face-tracking [12]. Robot gestures are grouped into gesture
families which support different communicative functions.
Issues in the integration of speech and gestures in WikiTalk are
described by [13]. Experiments were also made on recognising
non-verbal behaviour by the human partner, for example using
vision for human gesture recognition and using sonar sensors
to measure the human’s proximity to the robot [14].

Fig. 3. An annotated video [11] of the first demonstration of WikiTalk on a
Nao robot at Supélec, Metz, in July 2012.

A special session at CogInfoCom 2012 included the papers
[12], [13], [14] and a live demonstration with a Nao robot.

B. Multilingual WikiTalk

More recently WikiTalk was extended with multilingual
capabilities. This was done by using existing techniques for
internationalisation and localisation of software systems, which
had not previously been applied to spoken dialogue systems.
Several issues arising from this work are described by [15].

The first localisation was for Finnish. A Finnish version of
WikiTalk was first demonstrated at EU Robotics Week 2014
and can be seen in a Finnish newspaper video report [16].
Another video [17] shows a robot talking fluently in Finnish
at home using information from Finnish Wikipedia (Fig. 4).

The second localisation for Japanese [18] can be seen in
a video [19] (Fig. 5) where the robot speaks both English
and Japanese, switches languages for English and Japanese
speakers, and talks about Shakespeare using information from
English and Japanese Wikipedias which focus on different as-
pects of Shakespeare’s life and works. This bilingual WikiTalk
was demonstrated at COLING 2016 in Osaka [20].

If the older video [11] is compared with the later videos
[17] and [19], it is clear that the robot’s speech recognition
has improved significantly since 2012. Low confidence scores
for speech recognition in the earlier video caused the robot to
ask repeatedly for confirmation, for example “Did you mean
enough?”. This does not occur in the later videos.

C. An example of shifting topics in WikiTalk

Examples of shifting topics can be seen in the videos.
Interestingly, the video [19] (Fig. 5) shows that WikiTalk can
interpret the same user utterance (”Julius Caesar”) differently
in different contexts. In one context the robot shifts topic to
the play Julius Caesar by Shakespeare, and in another context
the robot shifts topic to the historical person Julius Caesar.

Robot: Hamnet Shakespeare was the only son of
William Shakespeare and Anne Hathaway, and the
fraternal twin of Judith Shakespeare. He died at age
11. Some Shakespearean scholars speculate on the re-
lationship between Hamnet and his father’s later play
Hamlet, as well as on possible connections between



Fig. 4. A video [17] of a robot talking fluently in Finnish about a wide range
of topics in a domestic setting.

Fig. 5. An annotated video [19] of a bilingual English-Japanese robot that
uses English and Japanese Wikipedias and switches languages on demand.

Hamnet’s death and the writing of King John, Romeo
and Juliet, Julius Caesar, and Twelfth Night.

User: Julius Caesar?

Robot (shifts topic to the play Julius Caesar):
The Tragedy of Julius Caesar is a tragedy by William
Shakespeare, believed to have been written in 1599. It
is one of several plays written by Shakespeare based
on true events from Roman history, which also include
Coriolanus and Antony and Cleopatra.

User: Continue.

Robot: Although the title is Julius Caesar, Julius
Caesar is not the most visible character and in the
action he only appears in five scenes. Marcus Brutus
speaks more than four times as many lines, and the
central psychological drama is the struggle between
the conflicting demands of honor, patriotism, and
friendship.

User: Julius Caesar?

Robot (shifts topic to the person Julius Caesar):
Gaius Julius Caesar was a Roman general, consul, and
a notable author of Latin prose. He played a critical
role in the events that led to the demise of the Roman
Republic and the rise of the Roman Empire.

IV. TOWARDS SAMITALK: A SAMI-SPEAKING
COGINFOCOM CHANNEL

One of the innovative ideas of the DigiSami project is to
generate increased interest in the Sami languages by demon-
strating a Sami-speaking robot. To make it relevant for Sami
speakers, the robot must talk about topics that are of interest
to the Sami-speaking community. One way to achieve this is
to talk about topics that are in Sami Wikipedia.

The methods developed for WikiTalk, to enable an English-
speaking robot to talk about many topics using information
from English Wikipedia, can be re-used in the new SamiTalk
system to enable a Sami-speaking robot to talk about many
topics using information from Sami Wikipedia. Of course this
requires North Sami speech recognition and speech synthesis
components that can be used on the robot.

SamiTalk, like WikiTalk, can be viewed as a Cognitive
Infocommunication channel [9]. It will provide a new interface
to the community-generated information in Sami Wikipedia,
delivering the information via different sensory modalities
using speech, face-tracking and robot gesturing.

It is hoped that SamiTalk and a Sami-speaking robot will
generate interest among younger Sami speakers, who will
see that their language can be used with novel technologies.
North Sami will then be associated not only with the past
(reindeers and grandparents) but also with the future (robots
and grandchildren). That would be a major contribution to
revitalisation of the language.

A. Localisation difficulties for small languages

In general, the level of difficulty in producing a new
language version of a software system depends on whether the
system has been designed and developed with multilinguality
in mind. If the software is properly internationalised, it is
relatively easy to create a new localisation for a new language.
Although WikiTalk was originally developed only in English,
it was subsequently internationalised [15] and this allowed
localisations for Finnish and Japanese to be created relatively
rapidly as described in Section III-B.

For Nao robots, speech recognition and speech synthesis
for 19 different languages are available ready-made. English is
pre-installed, and Finnish and Japanese can be obtained from
the robot company and installed as second and third languages.
When an application wants the robot to switch to a specific
language, it only needs to check that the language is installed
on the robot and then select it as the current language.

However, localisations for small languages are much more
difficult, even when the software is properly internationalised.
The biggest problem is that speech recognition and speech
synthesis components are rarely available for small languages.
This the main problem for SamiTalk. The DigiSami project has
tried to make progress by supporting work towards creating
speech components for North Sami [22].

B. Using Wikipedias for small languages

A second problem for localising WikiTalk for small lan-
guages concerns the availability of Wikipedias, and their size.
For many small languages, there is no Wikipedia in the



Fig. 6. Screenshot from a demo video [21] showing an example interaction with SamiTalk on a Nao robot, from [22].

language, so no localisation of WikiTalk can be made. One
reason that SamiTalk was proposed is that the situation for
North Sami is much better, as Sami Wikipedia has articles on
about 7,000 different topics.

The more widely spoken languages have larger Wikipedias,
and smaller languages have smaller Wikipedias. English is by
far the biggest, with about 5 million articles. Japanese is also
large, with about 1 million articles. The situation of Finnish is
remarkable, as Finnish has only about 5 million speakers but
Finnish Wikipedia has over 350,000 articles.

In the large Wikipedias there are articles that enable the
robot to talk about more or less any topic that the user wants
to know about. With smaller language Wikipedias, there are
topics that have no suitable articles. The situation with Sami
Wikipedia is good, with 7,000 different articles, but when users
ask the Sami-speaking robot to talk about certain topics, it will
not be able to find suitable articles in Sami Wikipedia, and will
not be able to talk about those topics in North Sami.

In Sami Wikipedia, articles are also generally shorter than
in the bigger Wikipedias. The DigiSami project is therefore
pursuing initiatives to encourage the North Sami community
to create new articles in Sami Wikipedia [23].

C. Example interaction with SamiTalk

Figure 6 is a screenshot from a demo video [21] that shows
what kind of interaction will be possible with SamiTalk. The
full transcription of the North Sami dialogue in the video is
given in [22] with an English translation.

In the video, the robot suggests a few topics that it can
talk about using information from Sami Wikipedia, namely
Sami language, Rovaniemi, Snowmobile, Tiina Sanila-Aikio,
and Manga. These topics include Tiina Sanila-Aikio who is the
president of the Sami Parliament of Finland, and other “local”
topics such as Snowmobile, but the suggestion of Japanese
Manga shows that Sami Wikipedia is not restricted to only
local topics.

The user asks the robot to talk about Sami language, and
the robot explains that the situation is different in the four

countries (Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia) where Sami
languages are spoken. The user then asks to hear about the
situation of the Sami language in Finland.

The robot then uses detailed information from Sami
Wikipedia to describe the situation, listing the three Sami
languages which are spoken in Finland, and explaining that the
Sami people who live in the Sami region have had the right
to use Sami language with officials in Finland since 1992, but
the officials are not required to know Sami and are allowed to
use translators and interpreters.

When the user asks to hear more, the robot describes the
different ways that Sami can be studied at school, both in the
Sami region and in other places in Finland. It also says that
Sami language can be studied at three universities in Finland.
When the user wants to stop, the robot confirms this and ends
the conversation politely.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The CogInfoCom research community should take care
that the drive to develop better and more advanced cognitive
informatics systems does not make the position of endan-
gered languages more difficult. This risk can be avoided by
using software internationalisation methods from the start, and
by providing support for community-based localisations into
small languages as well as commercially-driven localisations
into bigger languages.

In this paper we described our work in the DigiSami project
to support the revitalisation of an endangered language, North
Sami, by encouraging its speakers to use their own language
in new technological contexts to access digital information
sources. Specifically, we are working to develop the SamiTalk
system as a CogInfoCom channel for an endangered language,
by re-using methods from the existing WikiTalk system.

To develop SamiTalk successfully, further work will be
needed to create speech components for North Sami, and more
spoken data will need to be recorded to make this possible.
In addition to developing the speech components, future work
will include their integration on the robot.



When there is no suitable article in a smaller language
Wikipedia, it is possible to search for an equivalent topic in
an alternative larger Wikipedia. In Finland, Sami speakers are
bilingual in Sami and Finnish. It is therefore intended that
the robot will search Finnish Wikipedia if the topic is not
available in Sami Wikipedia, and if the requested topic is found
in Finnish Wikipedia, the robot will switch to Finnish and talk
about the topic in Finnish instead of in North Sami. It will
then immediately switch back to speaking North Sami.

If there is an article in Sami Wikipedia but the user asks
for more information because the article is too short, the robot
will also check Finnish Wikipedia. This situation is easier to
implement, as Wikipedia provides cross-language links that
show related articles on the same topic in other languages.

As part of future work on WikiTalk, this approach will be
generalised so that the system can switch to other language
Wikipedias to obtain further information. This will be done
not only with small languages but more generally, when more
information is requested. The robot will temporarily switch to
another language to provide further information, if the user
wants to hear the information in that language. For example,
Finnish and Japanese speakers will often be willing to get
additional information from English Wikipedia, which the
robot will provide in English.

In all of these cases, to avoid increasing the dominance
of larger languages like English, and in order to support
revitalisation of the smaller languages like North Sami, it
is important that the robot must always persistently switch
back to the smaller language as soon as possible. That is, if
SamiTalk needs to switch from North Sami to Finnish to get
information from Finnish Wikipedia, it must switch back to
North Sami and not continue speaking Finnish. Similarly, if
Finnish WikiTalk needs to switch from Finnish to English to
get information from English Wikipedia, it must switch back
to Finnish and not continue speaking English afterwards.
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